Despite the myriad of advances over the last decades, understanding the substrates of learning remains a key goal of modern neuroscience. Indeed, the subtleties and complexities of learning have ensured that achieving this goal is not a simple task. The same brain region can mediate both positive-(appetitive) and negative-valence (aversive) learning, different circuits within such regions can take precedence over others depending on motivational state or metabolic condition, and even the same neurotransmitters can promote different types of learning. The fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster, has long been used to dissect the molecular mechanisms and circuits that underlie learning. Flies exhibit robust appetitive and aversive learning via training to associate odours with positive or negative stimuli (Busto et al., 2010) . In concert with the awesome power of fly genetics, this has allowed for elegant dissections of the mechanisms that underlie learning (Aso et al., 2014) .
octopamine as the true culprit and further advance the case by identifying subcircuits. Similarly, blocking octopaminergic signalling using octopamine receptor mutants (Burke et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2013) should also phenocopy learning deficits. Connecting this behaviour to a specific receptor (or group of receptors) would further still advance our understanding of how the same neurotransmitter can regulate very different modes of learning, deepening the link between aversion and octopamine.
If not octopamine, though, what could cause these defects? In TbH mutants, flies cannot convert tyramine to octopamine, resulting in threefold enhanced levels of tyramine (Iliadi et al., 2017) . The authors demonstrate rescue of the learning deficits by expressing TbH in the octopaminergic AND tyraminergic neurons: not only does this re-enable octopamine synthesis from tyramine, but also it (presumably) alleviates the elevated levels of tyramine in these neurons. If excess tyramine causes altered signalling from tyraminergic neurons, thus occluding certain behaviours, this could explain the phenotypes seen in the TbH mutant. It might also explain why feeding flies octopamine did not rescue the aversive learning defect: in such a case, the elevated tyramine would be causative, not the absence of octopamine. But this remains to be tested. In all, however, with an eye towards genetics and elegant background control, Iliadi and colleagues offer strong new evidence that TbH is a more complex mutant than realized. The defects in aversive behaviour are clear, and plant the tantalizing seed of a hypothesis that octopamine, like dopamine, can mediate positive-and negative-valence behaviours. Future work will determine, however, whether this seed will grow into a full-fledged member of octopamine's garden.
